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School Research Nexus
Discovery. Innovation.

• Wisdom of the Ages

– Lessons Learned Over Time - discovery

• Looking to the future

– Vision, Innovation and adaptation

• Future belongs to those who see 

possibilities before they become 

obvious



Wisdom of the Ages

• There are three distinct parts is the “Wisdom 

of the Ages.” - The Ancient philosophers Plato and 

Aristotle spoke of the three faculties through which we 

think, feel, and act. 

• What we think happened or is happening

• How we feel about it

• What we resolve to do next



Getting to Wisdom

• Theory of Knowledge

– Data:  Symbols representing objects or 

events

– Information: Who, What, When, Where, 

How

– Knowledge:  Instructs “How to.”

– Understanding:  Explains “Why?”

– Wisdom:  Ability to see and evaluate the 

long term consequences of our actions
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Continuum of Data to Wisdom

• Data – Analysis (focus on structure or how it works) and

Synthesis (focus on function or why it works) becomes 

Information 

• Information – Description: what (based upon applied theory 

and experience can become knowledge)

• Knowledge – Instruction: how to (from analysis)

• Understanding – Explanation of why (from 

synthesis)(patterns, relationships, principles)

• Wisdom – What is Best: knowing when and why then to apply 

knowledge with understanding 

• (vision and design what should be done: New Meaning)

Doing 

Things Right

Doing the 

Right Thing

Past

Future

What Can

Be Done

Design What 

Should Be Done

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Excellence = Efficiency + Effectiveness
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Futures Thinking

• "Futures studies"—sometimes referred to as 

futurology, futures research, and foresight—

can be summarized as being concerned with 

"three P's and a W"

• Possible, 

• Probable, and

• Preferable futures, 

• + “Wildcards“ - low-probability, high-impact events, 

should they occur. 

• A key part of futures analysis is the managing of 

uncertainty and risk.



Future Predictions

• By examining past events and trends, 

we can create fairly accurate estimates 

for the standards and conditions of the 

future. 

• If we allow these estimates to impact 

the decisions we make and the paths 

we follow, we can prepare for 

inevitable, unexpected obstacles.



Educational Processes:
Disappearing Public Education as we know it

• End of factory model
(grouping students by age – one size fits all 

standardization)

• End of grade point 

averages
(has little to do with actual learning achieved)

• Current process been 

in place since late 19th

century

• New and Emerging 

technology
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Wisdom of the Ages for the 

Future

• Wisdom of the Ages

– What wisdom will 

you share? (past 

trends and current 

conditions)

• Future – (forecasts)

– What is Possible?

– What is Probable?

– What is Preferable?

• Wildcards?


